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Riyadh’s real estate market witnessed some levelling-off during the last quarter of 2014. The 

introduction of new mortgage regulations requiring a 30% down payment on all home financings has 

restricted growth levels in the residential market. In the office sector, new supply has constrained 

performance and increased vacancies.  Confidence in the retail market remains strong as reflected in the 

announcement of various new shopping centers, positively effecting rental growth figures.  While the hotel 

sector saw occupancy rates improving Y-o-Y, average daily rates remain under downward pressure as 

supply increases.  

 

Lower oil revenues should have limited short term impact on the Riyadh real estate market given 

the willingness of the Government to fund expenditure from its massive total reserves (estimated by SAMA 

to be around SAR 2.8 trillion in October 2014). The recently released budget for 2015 targets Government 

expenditure of SAR 860 billion which is largely in line with that of 2014.  This represents a budget deficit of 

SAR 145 billion (5.5% of GDP).   There is still a focus on social infrastructure with the highest areas of 

spending (after defence) being education, health and transportation. The Saudi real estate market is 

heavily dependent upon high levels of government spending  and while the more prudent approach is 

unlikely to have an immediate impact on the market in 2015 (few of the currently announced projects are 

likely to be halted entirely, but some could face delays), it certainly marks the end of a period of rapid 

increase in spending, which could constrain the growth of the real estate market in the longer term.     
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Riyadh Prime Rental Clock 

Q4 2013 

 

* Hotel clock reflects the movement of RevPAR 
Note: The property clock is a graphical tool developed by JLL to illustrate where a market sits within its individual rental cycle. These positions are 

not necessarily representative of investment or development market prospects. It is important to recognise that markets move at different speeds 

depending on their maturity, size and economic conditions. Markets will not always move in a clockwise direction, they might move backwards or 

remain at the same point in their cycle for extended periods. 

Source: JLL 

 



Average Rents (per sq m) / Annual Change 
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-0.5% 
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Riyadh Office Market Overview 
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Office Supply 

Office Performance 

Market Summary 

The total office supply in Riyadh reached 2.3 million sq m by the 

end of 2014; a 9.5% increase Y-o-Y. 2015 is expected to witness 

the delivery of an additional 500,000 sq m of office space, 

including the much anticipated ITCC and KAFD. Vacancy rates 

across the city remain relatively low at 16% and 10% in the CBD, 

but are expected to increase as further supply enters the market. 

This is also expected to impact rental values which have 

softened to reach SAR 1,053 per sq m in Q4. 
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Hot Topic 
 

Vacancy rates in the CBD have risen by 2% over the last quarter 

as tenants continue to relocate to developments in the North and 

North East of the city. This comes as these new locations are 

less congested, offer better quality of stock and better parking 

ratios. With high levels of new office supply scheduled to 

complete over the next 3 years, vacancies are likely to increase 

further, particularly in older and secondary grade buildings.   
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Market Summary 
 

While property values in Riyadh have increased over the past 

year, the last quarter saw more subdued growth.  This slowdown 

in both apartment and villa sale prices and rents can be largely  

attributed to new mortgage regulations restricting loan-to-value 

ratios to a maximum of 70%. This is expected to impact the 

middle income segment of the population, as new buyers rely 

heavily on financing and are unable to afford the required 30% 

down payment.  2015 may therefore see subdued price growth in 

the residential market.  

Hot Topic 
 

To control land speculation and increase the supply of housing, 

the Saudi government is considering the introduction of a tax on 

white lands (undeveloped sites). This is expected to boost  

residential supply as investors are likely to switch their portfolios 

to include more income generating residential developments as 

opposed to undeveloped sites.  
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Residential Performance 

 

Riyadh Residential Property Rent and Sale Indices 
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Residential Performance 



12% 
Q4 2013 

10% 
Q4 2014 

Average Retail Rents (per sq m) / Annual Change 

Super 

Regional 
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Q4 2013 
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Q4 2014 
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22% 
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Market Summary 

The retail segment saw no new completions over the last 

quarter, as only smaller retail centers were delivered (eg: Meem 

Plaza). Rents have slightly increased in regional and community 

shopping centres whereas super regional malls saw no 

increase.  Vacancy levels in major malls have slightly decreased 

(-1%) during this quarter. Delays in the KAFD and ITCC projects 

have resulted in their retail components being pushed back into 

2015 and beyond. 

Riyadh Retail Market Overview 
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2015/2016 
Outlook 

Hot Topic 
 

Confidence in the retail market is reflected in the announcement 

of various new shopping centres around the capital. There are 

signs that the community retail concept is picking up again, with 

developers such as Fawaz Al-Hokair, Habib and Tamimi Groups 

building new community retail centres in emerging residential 

locations across Riyadh.  

Vacancy Rate 

SAR 



56% 
YT Nov  
2013 

60% 
YT Nov 

2014 

Average Daily Rate / Annual change 

254 
YT Nov 2013 

237 
YT Nov 2014 

-7% 
Y-o-Y 

Source : STR Global 

Market Summary 
 

No new hotels were delivered into the market during the last 

quarter of 2014, keeping the total stock at 13,390 keys. 

Occupancy rates registered annual increases to reach 60% and 

are expected to remain stable over the next 12 months. The 

increase in occupancy has however been achieved at the cost of 

lower average room rates. Average daily rates over the year to 

November stood at USD 237, a decline of around 6% compared  

to the same period in 2013. The completion of 2,820 room keys 

in 2015 is expected to increase competition and consequently 

place further downward pressure on average daily rates. 

 

Riyadh Hotel Market Overview 

Hotel Performance 
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Hotel Supply 
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Source : STR Global 

Hot Topic 

Until recently the Riyadh hotel market has been dominated by 

luxury and upscale projects.  The market has become more 

balanced during 2014 (with two new mid market hotels 

completing in Q3).  This trend is expected to continue in 2015, 

with a number of further mid market projects in the supply 

pipeline.  Some of these projects involve the conversion of either 

commercial (office) or residential projects into mid market hotels.   
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The supply data is based on our quarterly survey of the Grade A and B office space located in CBD, North and 

East Ring roads, Khurais, Mazer, and Sitteen Streets. 

Completed building refers to a building that is handed over for immediate occupation. 

 

Prime Office Rent represents the top open-market rent that could be expected for a notional office unit of the 

highest quality and specification in the best location in a market, as at the survey date (normally at the end of 

each quarter period). The Prime Rent reflects an occupational lease that is standard for the local market. It is a 

face rent that does not reflect the financial impact of tenant incentives, and excludes service charges and local 

taxes.  

 

Vacancy rate is based on estimates from the JLL Agency team. 

Definitions and methodology 

Classification of Retail Centers is based upon the ULI definition and based on their GLA: 

• Super Regional Malls have a GLA of  above 90,000 sq m  

• Regional Malls have a GLA of 30,000 – 90,000 sq m  

• Community Malls have a GLA of 10,000 - 30,000 sq m  

 

Primary Malls are the good performing malls with high levels of turnover. Secondary Malls are the average 

performing malls with lower levels of turnover. 

 

Rent represents the average quoted average rent for line stores in  the major  shopping malls in Riyadh 

 

Vacancy rate is based on estimates from the JLL Retail team, and represents the average rate across standard 

in line unit shops at regional malls. 

Hotel room supply is based on existing supply figures provided by Saudi Commission for Tourism and 

Antiques as well as future hotel development data tracked by Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels. Room supply 

includes 3, 4 and 5 star hotel rooms but excludes serviced apartments. 

 

Performance data is based on a monthly survey of hotels conducted by STR Global. 

The supply data is based on the National Housing Census (2010) and our quarterly survey of major projects 

and stand alone developments in selected areas of Riyadh. 

 

Completed building refers to a building that is handed over for immediate occupation. 

 

Residential performance data is based on two separate baskets one for rentals in villas and apartments and 

another basket for sales performance for both villas and apartments in selected locations across Riyadh. 

Interpretation of market positions: 

6 o’clock indicates a turning point towards rental growth. At this position, we believe the market has reached its 

lowest point and the next movement in rents is likely to be upwards. 

 

9 o’clock indicates the market has reached the rental growth peak, while rents may continue to increase over 

coming quarters the market is heading towards a period of rental stabilisation. 

 

12 o’clock Indicates a turning point towards a market consolidation / slowdown. At this position, the market has 

no further rental growth potential left in the current cycle, with the next move likely to be downwards.  

 

3 o’ clock Indicates the market has reached its point of fastest decline.  While rents may continue to decline for 

some time, the rate of decrease is expected to slow as the market moves towards a period of rental 

stabilisation 
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